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WE’RE AP AUTOMATION EVANGELISTS WE’VE BEEN IMPLEMENTING ORACLE ERP
SOFTWARE FOR 25+ YEARS

WE’LL MAKE SURE YOUR AP INVESTMENT
CONTINUES TO PROVIDE RETURNS WHEN THERE IS A GAP IN THE

SOFTWARE SOLUTION, OAPPSNET
WILL BUILD A SOLUTION

We partner with the best software providers
to help you to pick the solution that best fits
your company’s needs.

We combine our Oracle ERP expertise and Oracle
Partnership to guide your company through the ever
changing improvements in AP Automation.

We’ll design a solution that enables your company to
take advantage of the ever-growing number of
options to improve your AP process. This unique
knowledge is achieved through our partnerships with
the leading software providers that continue to
deliver new AP options for the Oracle ecosystem. We
understand their current offers and respective future
roadmaps. This positions oAppsNET as a forward
thinking solution provider able to provide expert
guidance on what’s happening in the AP automation
marketplace.

oAppsNET invests a large amount of time and effort
working directly with our partners to influence new
functionality or features that should be released to
support your current and future requirements to help
you best run your AP departments. We’ll fill that gap
and publish it in the Oracle Cloud Marketplace.

oAppsNET Improves your Process and Lowers your AP Processing Costs

Why choose oAppsNET Partners For Your Next
AP Automation Project?

Solution summary

We perform an AP
Automation Heath Check
to define your future AP
state.

oAppsNET certified
Oracle ERP experts
certified with the
selected AP Automation
Software who can
resolve any
implementation issues.

We give you options
on which software
solution works best or
your company.

Close collaboration
with your Project
Manager to build out a
project plan that
works for your
company.

As software resellers,
oAppsNET negotiates
on your behalf so you
get the right software
at the best price.

With the project dates
and milestones
defined, oAppsNET will
execute the plan from
the kick off to go live.

Seamless architecture
with knowledge of both
Oracle ERP system and
the AP automation
software you selected.

Achieve your AP
process goals, as well
as keep you abreast of
what’s happening in
the AP Automation
space.

We’ll assist with your
change management
plan so your company
can maximize the
return on your
investment.
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SOLUTION FEATURES

About oappsnet

oAppsNET’s 25+ years of experience and dedication to Oracle along with our product development
is key to our Accounts Payable solution’s continued innovation. Below are some of the most

prominent oAppsNET features behind the benefits:

MULTI-CHANNEL PLATFORM

WEBCENTER FORMS RECOGNITION

DASHBOARDS & ANALYTICS

ERP INTEGRATION

ORACLE CONTENT MANAGEMENT

SUPPLIER MAINTENANCE

oAppsNET offers a single, collaborative platform
that enables invoice processes across many
formats and reception of multiple inbound
channels, including various files formats. Our
single source of truth design allows AP
departments to streamline their P2P processes so
businesses can grow without operational
restraints.

Oracle WebCenter Forms Recognition is a
learning-based intelligent document recognition
(IDR) solution that can recognize, categorize and
extract information from any type of document.
Oracle WebCenter Forms Recognition uses
intelligence - not templates - to effectively locate,
extract, and link data to back-end systems and
processes, to provide the industry's highest level
of document recognition and data extraction.

oAppsNET's solution is configured with intelligent
dashboards that display live, visual analytics (e.g.,
AP invoice status, AP processing metrics,
discounts at risk, etc.). This feature is fully
customizable so that users can choose what they
want to see and track.

oAppsNET’s solution includes prebuilt and
configured Oracle® EBS connector. The oAppsNET
solution was designed to allow simultaneous
integration with multiple ERPs, simplifying diverse
environments resulting from M&A activity.
Business advantages include: simplified
implementation, real-time access, non-ERP user
approval capability and simplified setup of shared
services centers.

oAppsNET, Partners, LLC
48 Bristlecone Way
Black Hawk, CO 804222
Tel: 303.478.5763 | Email: info@oappsnet.com | Web: www.oappsnet.com

Oracle's cloud based content management
provides organizations with a single system to
capture both paper and electronic documents
along with a user-friendly web interface capable
of using high-volume, production-level scanners.
OCM also centralizing your content all in one place
and making it accessible anywhere.

As part of oAppsNET's Accounts Payable solution,
a conveniently integrated Vendor onboarding &
maintenance solution that consists of pre-built &
pre-configured workflows along with Oracle ERP
connectors that make your Vendor maintenance
and onboarding a breeze. The vendor
management solution can also be a configured for
as as standalone application.

We’re a US-based company that specializes in the digital transformation of every facet of your
organization. As an Oracle-certified partner with over 25 years of experience, we can ensure that your
business’ transition to our platform costs less, requires less time, and provides you with the efficiencies

that will drive your company to the next level.

Our proven and comprehensive approach to projects involves a deep dive into existing business practices
to provide you with not only the most optimal solution but also the one that leverages your organization’s
existing strengths. We pride ourselves on ensuring that every project is successful through in-depth

digital training tailored specifically for your company.

oAppsNET


